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Many of us have chosen to become
teachers and trainers because we want
to focus on working with people and
enriching their lives. We have taken the
deliberate choice to go into education
rather than go into business. Yet we are
still often faced with the question of not
only how to find new work, but how to
find the type of work we really want to
be doing. And, it can often seem that we
are treading the same ground and talking
with the same group of peers looking for
new inspiration as we aim to create the
best possible lessons for our students.

The internet provides us with a wealth of
opportunities to reach out, but where do
we start? How do we market ourselves?
And doesn’t the whole idea of marketing
ourselves move us away from education
and into the realms of business, which is
exactly where we didn’t want to be in
the first place???

In the following three talks we will
demonstrate that we can take the skills
which make us excellent teachers and
trainers - such as the ability to engage
people, the ability to give clear
explanations and the ability to structure
content -  and to tweak these both to
attract the “right” students and to
engage in a professional exchange of
ideas with global peers. 

Even as teachers and trainers who work
with people on a daily basis, many of us
regard ourselves as introverts rather than
extroverts. With this in mind, we will
look at concrete steps that we can take
to marry our inward perspective of
improving our work in the classroom with
the outward perspective of interacting
with "strangers" via our own website,
through social media and through
successful networking.

 

Make your website your best salesperson - using your unique
skills as a language teacher
A website is no longer optional. It's a must-have. But how do you
create one that authentically expresses who you are, that doesn't
come across as pushy and attracts the right kind of visitors? A website
that connects and converts anonymous browsers into your ideal future
clients?
In this interactive talk, we'll discuss why a website is a brilliant tool to
have if you have aversion to selling and marketing. We'll talk about
why it must have priority over social media - always. And you'll learn
how you can use your unique skills to create a website that oozes
empathy, compassion and generosity - your core strengths as a
language teacher. 
Bio: Gabriella Ferenczi is a German and Hungarian
language teacher, language coach. She lives in
London, UK, where she runs a boutique language
training company called ProLingua Global. She hosts
Language Professionals' Networking Event, an
independent monthly social initiative. In late 2020, she
launched Thrive Online, an online space with free
marketing tips and tools for language professionals
who don’t like tech. It’s a place where they can find
practical guidance and step by step help to turn more
online browsers into buyers.

Link up on LinkedIn - my wins and challenges 
I generally dislike social media. I am rather reserved, and social media
to me feels like an assault - a cacophony of people trying to attract
attention to themselves. Years ago, I had a Facebook account but
closed it after a few months. I just couldn't take it. But in 2020 COVID
struck, and I had no choice. I needed to find online students. So I
revamped my website, tried using Facebook again, even paid a
consultant - but to no avail. An online ad then pointed me to a brief
course that taught me how to use LinkedIn. I am happy to share my
experience with you - what I do, how I do it, my wins and my
challenges.

Bio: Simona combines her passions for
language, science and the natural world when
providing English training and coaching to life
scientists. She holds a BA in English
linguistics, a masters' degree in epidemiology
and public health, and a CELTA teaching
certificate. 
Earlier in her life, she was an epidemiologist
and a scientific editor. 

Bio: Andy Leal has been working as a Business English,
interpersonal skills and intercultural trainer for the past
thirty years. As the owner of O’CONNOR Language and
Communication for Business, he combines this training
experience with first-hand business knowledge to
support clients develop their language skills and adopt
new behaviours when working in an international
context. 

Discover the networker within
It’s not what you know, it’s who you know. Right? If that’s the case,
why do so few of us in the teaching and training profession invest time
in actively building our networks? For many of us, reaching out and
connecting in the hope of being rewarded with work and influence
seems to go against our “introvert instincts”. 
Until recently, I must confess, I grudgingly viewed networking as
nothing more than a necessary evil. With the passion of a convert, I’d
like to share with you in this interactive talk how (with a bit of help)
I’ve managed to reframe my attitude to networking, the steps I’ve
taken and the unexpected benefits this has brought. If you are a
natural networker, there will be ideas to help structure your
networking. If you are a networking novice, you will find tips and
perhaps even inspiration to begin to grow your network.

Workshop  free for members of a German ELTA. 
External guests  welcome to join for a fee of €10

https://gabriellaferenczi.com/thrive-online/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/simona-sermoneta/
https://oconnortraining.de/

